Notion Organizer Bags-Scissors

Arlington Sewing Machine  Friday, February 16, 2108
308 W Main St  9:30 am
Arlington, TX  76010  Instructor: Sue
817-460-4992

This pattern includes five great in-the-hoop zipper pouches (plus a bonus pouch) with embroidered decorations for your rotary cutters, scissors, threads, pens, scissors, and other notions. These are great for classes or for just organizing your notions. Embroidery designs in this pattern require a 7” x 12” Hoop. Notion Organizers design collection is required for class.
You will receive 20% discount on supplies needed for class. Please ask for assistance.

YOU WILL NEED-Please Read Thoroughly

In Your Sewing Room:
* Embroidery Machine with a power cord
* 7”x 12” or larger hoop
* Embroidery Unit
* Embroidery Foot
* USB Memory Stick with the designs loaded with your machine’s format. (Notion Organizer Bags-You will be using both the NOScissr.### and NOBackLG.### files)
  You can load all of them so you will have the one you need.
* Scissors for cutting fabric
* Scissors for trimming thread

Notions:
* Design Project from Amelie Scott Designs- “Notion Organizer Bags” Available at ASM
* 1/3 yd of 2 different fabrics-contrasting. (Mine is red and gray.) Keep in mind that one color will have the scissors embroidered on it.
* 6.5” x 10.5” batting (I used Battilizer.)  Available at ASM
* Floriani Embroidery Thread – I used the following: Available at ASM
  PF486-dark gray
  PF850-Lamp Light or a light gray
  PF900-Black
  Thread colors to match your fabrics
* Floriani No Show Mesh (2 hoopings) Available at ASM
* 1 bobbin with bobbin thread and 1 bobbin with thread to match your fabric. We will be quilting a couple of layers.
* Floriani Perfection Tape or Paper Tape by Kimberbell  Available at ASM
* Embroidery Needle – 75/11 or 90/14  Available at ASM
* 14” zipper (no metal)
* Print out a copy of the scissor instructions. These are on your disk.
* Floriani ¼” Stitch Perfection Tape  Available at ASM
* Clover Roll and Press tool   Available at ASM

**Before Class:**

* Be sure your sewing machine is working properly.
* Designs from the disk (Notion Organizer Bags) 0loaded on your USB in your machine’s format and you have the scissor instructions printed out. You will need these in class.
* Cut the following:
  
  Back and Lining – 2 pieces 6.5” x 10.5” (Mine is red.)
  Top Front – 1 piece 3” x 10.5” (Mine is red.)
  Top Middle – 1 piece 9” x 10.5” (Mine is red.)
  Bottom Front – 1 piece 9” x 10.5” (Mine is gray.)
  Batting – 1 piece 6.5” x 10.5”

  If you are unsure how to cut them, you may cut them in class.

If you have any questions, please give us a call at the store 817-460-4992.